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Background

• Brexit referendum 23 June 2016

• Widespread concerns about school food:

– Food and labour costs

– Supply chain

– Staff availability

Following the Brexit referendum and the vote to leave the EU, there are numerous 
concerns about its impact on school food 
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Background

• Brexit referendum 23 June 2016

• Widespread concerns about school food:

– Food and labour costs

– Supply chain

– Staff availability

Number of vacancies in the UK

Headlines express a variety of concerns
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Background

• Brexit referendum 23 June 2016

• Widespread concerns about school food:

– Food and labour costs

– Supply chain

– Staff availability

• School Food Plan Alliance wanted an overview

The School Food Plan Alliance was keen to obtain an overview from those whose work is 
directly related to school food catering services and implementation.
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Information sources
• Current literature (news, reports, etc.)

• Interviews with 15 key players

– Catering companies (LA and non-LA), caterers, 
membership organizations, academics, campaigning 
organizations

• Online questionnaire
– Front line school catering staff

• Data collected May-June 2018

• M Nelson and King’s MSc student collected data

Information was gathered from three sources: information in the public domain; 
interviews conducted with key players; and a dedicated online questionnaire aimed at 
front line school catering staff such as cooks and catering managers
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Interview
• Six domains

– Food provision, price, quality & sourcing

– Staffing

– Food delivery and logistics

– School food services

– Nutrition policy 

– Impact on child nutrition

The interviews covered six domains. Respondents were asked to respond from the 
perspective of their own work, not to try and generalize to school food provision and 
services as a whole. This was intended to generate a wide variety of responses, reflected 
in the balance between positive, negative or little or no impact.
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Interview

Respondents overwhelmingly saw a negative impact, especially on price, quality and 
sourcing of food, including seasonal foods and fruits and vegetables.

“All” refers to spontaneous responses to the first question: 
“In brief, what overall impact do you think Brexit will have on school food provision and 
services?”
The overwhelming response (just under 50%) was concerns about increased costs: in 
food, the supply chain, wages
When pressed, most respondents managed to think about a positive impact, but usually 
only one: 
• Positives (one each)

• Better policies than CAP
• Possibly cheaper if sourcing outside EU
• Review food served in schools, make sourcing more local
• Review national procurement policy
• Free up CAP cash to spend on other things e.g. UIFSM

Interestingly, one quarter thought there would be little or no impact, but this did not 
tally with later responses.
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Interview

Domain 1 Price, quality & sourcing
 Prices: going up; further increases are expected
 Quality: 

o likely to go down
o Money not being reinvested in the service
o Positive: may be race to the top as caterers compete for parents’ approval 

(SFM)
 Safety: 

o less of an issue because of EU regs likely to be maintained and need to be 
able to export food to EU and meet EU regs. 

o Concerns over inspection service because of cuts to LA and Trading 
Standards

 Availability
o Reduction in fresh Fruit and veg

 fewer imports
 limited capacity for growing in UK
 fewer EU staff for picking

o Concerns about the impact of climate change
 Positive: foods become more seasonal to address price issues and menu planning
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Interview

Domain 2 Staffing
 Problems not likely at school level (hence 40% saying there would be “Little or no 

impact”) but further up the supply chain:
o Mainly in food supply, production and transport
o Smaller labour pool
o Reduced immigration from EU [See next SLIDE]
o Immigration barriers for low and medium skilled workers. 

o Verbatim from the Government website:
 You’ll usually need to be paid at least £30,000 per year or the 

‘appropriate rate’ for the job you’re offered - whichever is 
higher. Check the appropriate rate for the job you’ve been 
offered.

 Check the guidance for situations when you can be paid less -
for example if:

 you’ll work as a medical radiographer, nurse, 
paramedic or secondary school teacher in some 
subjects

 you’ll work as a pre-registration nurse or midwife
 The website is not clear on the characteristics of non-EU increase in 

immigration (skilled or low or medium skill)
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 Pay for catering staff in schools may go up as employers compete for staff (but that 
puts pressure on food service and staffing and food quality)

 Worker protections may decrease with loss of EU regulations over time
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Recent figures for the UK show that EU migration has fallen to its lowest level in five 
years
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Interview

Domain 3 Delivery, sourcing & logistics
 Brexit is likely to have a major impact on food supply

o Driver shortage is already an issue
o Increase in fuel costs will impact on food prices (think of Gilet Jaune 

protests in France)
o Possible customs barriers will: 

 Have a major impact on fresh food
 Especially if the UK withdraws from the customs union

o Tariffs may drive up prices, especially if volumes are smaller
 Possible positives:

o Increase in local sourcing
o BUT: This will be limited to foods that can be supplied locally in sufficient 

volume
o Brexit might promote growing clubs, but this could not be a reliable source 

of food for mass school catering
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Interview

Domain 4 School food services
The questions about school food services focused on the school food environment, the 
ways in which to address changes in the cost of food and meals, FSM registration and PP, 
financial support for services or infrastructure (central or local government) and school 
food standards, monitoring and compliance.

 Higher food costs
o Budget allocations in schools have competing priorities. Food is usually low 

on the list
o Little or no ring-fencing of school food budgets
o Little scope to absorb increases in food costs within fixed budgets other 

than higher take up and increased volumes. School or LA subsidies may not 
be available.

 No control of supply chain issues, so we will be in a weaker negotiating position, 
especially if volumes go down. Harder to bid for international contracts from large 
caterers, especially if supply chain issues are affected by cross-border barriers, 
tariffs, etc.

 UIFSM has a positive impact on economies of scale, but a static budget since 2014 
makes it increasingly difficult to cover costs. There is no current prospect of the 
UIFSM budget allocation being reviewed.

 Small schools hit hardest
 Positives: Only 1: Demand for support from FFL, SFM, LAs, etc. may increase and 
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improve standards, monitoring and compliance.
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Interview

Domain 5 Policy, lobbying & marketing
Limited impact of Brexit on policy, lobbying and marketing. 

 EU regulations are expected to remain in place regarding labelling (e.g. health 
claims), lobbying and advertising

 Won’t stop a race to the bottom as caterers compete to save costs
 Little direct impact on UK school food policy

o Existing policies likely to be protected by UK governments
o Meeting standards may become problematic. Some foods e.g. orange juice, 

yogurt, non-seasonal fruit and veg becoming disproportionately expensive 
so less available in schools

 The EU milk scheme will be adversely affected
 Research funding for school nutrition and European collaboration will be less 

available
 Positive: opportunity to revise CAP rules and make farming more focused on 

health and sustainability
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Interview

Domain 6 Impact on child nutrition and obesity
 Increase in health inequalities

o School budgets tighten because of low FSM registration and loss of Pupil 
Premium which is directly linked to FSM registration

o School food seen as an area to cut back on, or increase price
o Low-income households (exacerbated by Universal Credit) can no longer 

afford school meals so likely to rely on packed lunches, with poorer nutrition 
and increased risk of obesity.

 Positives:
o opportunity to raise awareness through cookery and nutrition education
o School gardens can be used to promote community engagement
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Online survey
• Aimed at catering front line staff

• Link to online survey distributed by 

membership organizations

• Find out about:

– Job title, school, service provider

– Support for services

– Staff by origin and background

– Impact of Brexit

– Food groups most affected

The next slides refer to the results of the online survey. The survey explored issues 
related to Brexit by front line catering staff (see next slide). Access to the survey was via 
an online link. The survey took about 15 minutes to complete.
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Online survey: sample

Membership organization who provided link
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The link to the survey was promoted through various organizations that support school 
caterers and catering services.
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Online survey: sample

Type of school

Primary -
maintained 

47%

Primary -
academy 

20%

Secondary –
maintained 

6%

Secondary 
– academy 

13%

Other (please 
specify) 

14%

Most of the respondents were from the primary sector.
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Online survey: sample

General 
assistant 

8% Assistant cook 
1%

Cook 
16%

Primary school head 
cook/catering manager 

44%

Secondary school head 
cook/catering manager 

17%

Other 
14%

Job description

Staff identified their job description from a list of suggested titles. Most were cooks or 
catering managers.
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Online survey: sample
Catering service provider

Local authority 
caterer 

59%

Local authority contracted 
private caterer 

5%

School, academy, multi 
academy trust contracted 

private caterer 
8%

In-house catering 
service managed 

by the school 
20%

Other (please 
specify) 

8%

Because of the nature of the organizations sharing the link, the majority of respondents 
(59%) were from local authority caterers, but there was a broad cross-section of catering 
providers.
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Online survey Support for school food services
Organization Percent 

Food for Life 57.8% 

LACA 45.3% 

Nutritionist (local authority or health service) 29.7% 

School Food Matters 26.6% 

Healthy schools coordinator
(local authority or health service) 

18.8% 

Other (please specify) 7.8% 

None 6.3% 

Nutritionist (private caterer) 4.7% 

Healthy schools coordinator (private caterer or other) 4.7% 

Support for catering services was provided by a wide range of organizations
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Online survey Catering staff by origin

Role n
UK EU Non-EU 

Not 
known 

General assistants 73 77% 11% 11% 1%

Assistant cooks 37 78% 16% 5% 0%

Cooks 41 78% 7% 12% 2%

Primary school head cook/catering 

manager 48 85% 6% 6% 2%

Secondary school head 

cook/catering manager 20 80% 5% 10% 5%

Catering manager - nursery 1 100% 0% 0% 0%

Deputy Catering Manager/Chef 1 100% 0% 0% 0%

Assistant manager 1 100% 0% 0% 0%

Kitchen assistants 1 100% 0% 0% 0%

Development Chef 1 0% 100% 0% 0%

All 224 79% 10% 9% 2%

A key issue was the origin of catering staff. Most staff were from the UK, but 10% (mainly 
general assistants and assistant cooks) were from the EU, and a further 9% from non-EU 
countries, that is, around one-fifth of the workforce from outside the UK
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Online survey Impact of Brexit on staffing

The number of EU staff 
will go up 

4%
The number of EU 
staff will go down 

5%

There will be no 
impact on the 

number of EU staff 
41%

We don’t have EU 
staff in the kitchen or 

dining room 
45%

Other (please 
specify) 

5%

A key question was the impact of Brexit on staffing. Almost half of respondents (45%) 
said they did not have EU staff in their school, and a further 41% said that they thought 
there would be no impact of Brexit on the number of EU staff.
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Online survey Impact of Brexit on 
food and health

Change
Cost of 

food
Variety 
of food

Quality 
of food

Safety 
of food

Locally 
sourced

Children's 
health

Go up 
37%

Improve 5% 2% - 15% 5%

Go down or get 
worse

2% 15% 12% 3% 2% 9%

No overall impact 5% 42% 53% 81% 32% 53%

Don’t know 57% 37% 31% 16% 49% 33%

Also of concern was the likely impact of Brexit on the cost, variety, quality, and safety of 
food, as well as the impact on local sourcing and children’s health. Of those who held an 
opinion regarding the impact of Brexit on the cost of food, around ¾ thought costs 
would rise. Most respondents felt that Brexit would have no overall impact (or did not 
know) on the variety, quality or safety of food in schools, but a sizable proportion felt 
that the variety or quality of food would go down (15% and 12%, respectively). 15% 
thought more food would be sourced locally, and 9% that there would be an adverse 
impact on children’s health.
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Online survey Food groups affected
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The next four slides show the groups of food thought most likely to be affected. Fruit, 
vegetables and meat were thought most likely to be affected adversely relating to price, 
variety and safety (see next two slides), and dairy to a lesser degree.
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Online survey Food groups affected
Variety going down
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Online survey Food groups affected
Quality going down
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Online survey Food groups affected
Locally sourced going up
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Locally sourced fruit, vegetables, meat and dairy were thought likely to increase, as well 
as foods from sustainable sources.
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Limitations

• Small samples

• Not random samples

• Not regionally representative

• Limited generalizability

There were some important limitations to the study mainly related to the small sample 
size and the non-random or regionally representative selection. This limits the 
generalizability of the findings. Nonetheless, the findings provide an insight into 
concerns about the impact of Brexit on school food catering and services.
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Conclusions

• Useful overview of opinion

• Widespread concerns about impact of Brexit

– Cost of food

– Squeezed budgets

– Availability of fresh and seasonal foods

– Labour in the supply chain

– Increased inequalities in health, including obesity

The most commonly expressed concerns from the interviewees and front line catering 
staff related to:
• the cost of food
• the inability to respond to budgets under pressure (e.g. rising food costs and no 

change in the UIFSM cost allocation)
• the reduced availability of fresh and seasonal foods
• reduced access to labour (especially food transport drivers and fruit and veg pickers)
• the risk of increased health inequalities because of reduced access to healthy food at 

lunchtime caused by budget pressures on families who opt for packed lunches
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Thank you
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